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“This year, the SOMMET celebrates its thirtieth birthday. 

What a long way we have come since that day in 1992, when the SOMMET opened its 
doors for the very first time on the municipal campsite in Cournon-d'Auvergne! About 
a hundred exhibitors turned up for what was to become, just a few years later, one of 
the world's largest events for livestock farmers. 

12 years later, in 2004, we took a new step forward with the organisation of the SOMMET 
at the brand-new Grande Halle d'Auvergne showground. 

Today, the building of a new 2nd hall of 10,000m² (107,600 sq. ft) and the move to a 
4-day opening initiates the third big step in the history of the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE 
and offers us new perspectives with the objective of piercing through the ceiling of 
100,000 visitors.

A 30th edition that is resolutely turned to the future and one that we hope will signal 
the recovery.  

After 2020 that has profoundly marked us all, confidence and optimism are our 
watchwords. It must be said that, today, it is all go, the global vaccination campaign 
is in full swing, and we hope that it will allow us to hold the event; 90% of our exhibitors 
have confirmed their participation, including 12% from abroad. The programme 
promises to be full of promise, with all the breeds present and numerous judging at the 
highest level, including 3 breed (Aubrac, Simmental & Rava) national championships, 
a programme of conferences and symposiums.  

And not forgetting those convivial moments scheduled throughout the 4 days of the 
show (birthday party, livestock farmers’ party etc.), that help contribute to the reputation 
of our show, both in France and abroad.

So, more than ever, we are looking forward to seeing our exhibitors, our visitors, and 
our partners. We want to see this Mecca of livestock breeding that is an exceptional 
showcase of French know-how in terms of animal production and genetics, come alive 
and bustle once again. And to celebrate, in the appropriate manner, our 30th birthday!”
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The SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE,
save the dates 

This 5, 6, 7 and 8 October, the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE, Europe’s #1 livestock show, will open once 
again its doors with over 2,000 animals in judging and presentations, 1,400 exhibitors and a packed 
programme.

2,000 animals on show, it is the SOMMET’S ADN
The SOMMET has built its reputation on the quality of the livestock on show, 
selected for their high genetic potential. Beef cattle, milk cattle, sheep, and 
horses. 71 different breeds in all, the flagship of French animal genetics, can 
be found at the SOMMET, on show or in judging.

In the beef cattle ring, it is the Aubrac breed that will be in the spotlight with 
400 of the best animals in judging for the breed’s national championships and 
an auction of some of the breed’s best breeding stock. Alongside the Aubrac, 
15 other beef breeds including 5 foreign breeds, will parade in the main Zenith 
ring. The Italian Piedmontese breed will use the opportunity to mark its return 
to the SOMMET’S aisles. 

As for milk cattle, it is the turn of the Simmental breed to organise its national 
championships with 112 cows in judging. 8 other milk breeds will use the event 
to organise their inter-regional judging. 

And the sheep, will not be outdone with 26 breeds in judging, the Rava breed 
holds its national championships during the show and the Charollais sheep, 
Texel, Ile de France, and Suffolk breeds organise their inter-regional judging.  

And last, but most certainly not least, the Equine pole welcomes the Ardennais, 
Comtois, Percheron and Breton breeds judging plus numerous demonstrations 
of horse equipment and working horses and donkeys. 

But the SOMMET is also:
• A complete range of farm products in terms of farm machinery, 

supplies and services for the livestock industry, buildings, renewable energy, 
and new technology, with 1,400 exhibitors, including 300 foreign exhibitors 
from 30 different countries this year. 

• A showcase for the agriculture of tomorrow with the Sommets 
d’Or competition that each year rewards the best innovations and a specific 
agricultural start-up village enabling visitors to discover in one area all the 
facets of the future of farming. 

• A recognised business place, with on average over 100,000 sales 
contracts sealed each SOMMET. Certain exhibitors even take up to 30% of 
their annual turnover at the show.  

• An international profile, in 2019, 4,800 foreign visitors from 90 different 
countries visited the show and strolled through the aisles. Proof indeed that 
the SOMMET enhances its reputation each year on the international stage 
as one of the biggest events dedicated to livestock production.  

• A programme of farm visits that is unique in the world, once 
again this year, our international visitors can participate in a programme of 
twenty farm and agri-industry visits organised specifically for them, outside 
the show ground enabling them to discover the best of French livestock 
farming. Over 1,000 people participated in 2019. In 2021, certain visits are, 
for the very first time, available on video.

• A motor for the local economy, every year between 12 and 25 million 
euros of direct and indirect sales are registered in the Clermont-Ferrand 
area thanks to the show, particularly in the hotel, restaurant, and transport 
sectors. 

• A mine of information with 50 conferences and symposiums during the 
4 days of the show, responding to the latest hot topics in the farming sector.

• An unmissable media event which attracts many French and foreign 
journalists every year. In 2019, 160 journalists covered the SOMMET, including 
45 international journalists from 22 countries. 

• A political meeting place, no one doubts that with the French 
presidential elections next year, many potential candidates will come to 
meet the voting farmers.

• Conviviality in all its forms! Meetings and exchanges on the stands, 
themed catering, breeders' evening, fanfares in the aisles, product tastings. 
The SOMMET has built its reputation with farmers through the numerous 
festive, gourmet and convivial moments.

THE SOMMET IN FIGURES

2,000 ANIMALS
in judging

90,000 FARMING & AGRICULTURAL
visitors expected 

50 CONFERENCES
and symposiums

21 FARM
and agri-industrial visits 

24 CATTLE BREEDS,
1,300 animals

26 SHEEP BREEDS,
400 animals

21 HORSE BREEDS,
300 animals

71 BREEDS
 in judging or on show, 
demonstrations of equipment 
with livestock, 5 auction sales

180,000m² 
of gross exhibition area

78,000m² 
of net stand space
(25% inside / 75% outside)

1,400 exhibitors
including 300 international
exhibitors from 30 different countries 

The SOMMET celebrates its 30th birthday!
To celebrate its 30th anniversary, the SOMMET organises, in the heart of the 
Zenith, a festive and convivial evening for exhibitors, breeders, international 
visitors and partners, on Tuesday 5 October, at the end of the day’s programme.

To note !
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A 4-day event  
To continue its growth, the SOMMET has added a further day for visitors, 
and in so doing it becomes a 4-day event in 2021.  A new format that should 
allow the show’s organisers to hit a certain number of objectives, improve 
access to the show for a more enjoyable experience for visitors, increase the 
time visitors spend at the show and thereby grow the number of contacts 
for exhibitors, enrich the show programme with more livestock judging and 
conferences and finally, break through the 100,000-visitor ceiling.

   IMPROVE ACCESS TO THE SHOW 
The victim of its own success, access to the SOMMET is often difficult 
during rush hour. A 4th day will allow for a larger spread of visitors over the 
show duration. Arriving at and leaving the show will be easier making each 
visitor’s experience more enjoyable. 

   INCREASE THE TIME VISITORS SPEND AT THE SHOW AND 
THEREBY GROW THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS FOR EXHIBITORS 
With easier access to the show, visitors will have more time to spend at 
the show, thereby increasing the number of contacts for exhibitors and an 
improved welcome on the stands.

   ENRICH THE SHOW PROGRAMME WITH MORE LIVESTOCK 
JUDGING AND CONFERENCES 
An extra show day will provide more conference opportunities, welcome 
more breeds in judging, add new events including an Exhibitors' evening, etc.  

   BREAK THROUGH THE 100,000-VISITOR CEILING
An extra show day will allow us to attract more farmers, especially those from 
outside the region and internationally, and will encourage multi-day visits.

A second exhibition hall for a further 10,000 m² 
One of the new features this year is the construction of a new permanent 
exhibition hall, work on which began last autumn. With, in total 10,000 m² of 
show space and two conference rooms, this new, ultra-modern exhibition hall 
will allow the SOMMET DE LÉLEVAGE to continue its growth.

By redistributing the space, this 2nd hall will make it easier for everyone to visit 
and move around, with wider aisles. Hall 1, which had become very crowded 
in recent years, will be given a new lease of life with more space for visitors.

In addition to welcoming exhibitors and visitors in improved conditions, this 
new hall, as well as housing the new milk cattle pole, will give greater visibility to 
certain fast-growing sectors such as on-farm food processing and renewable 
energy production (biogas, solar energy, etc.).

A year to build and an investment of 20 million euros were required to see this 
new structure rise from the ground.

New facilities  
The building of this new hall (hall 2) on the site has allowed the show’s 
organisers to redistribute and rearrange the various exhibition areas. 

A new hall, Hall 4, will be created for the presentation of dairy cattle. 
The sheep hall (hall 5) has been relocated and its exhibition area 
increased for visitors to be received in better conditions and to 
improve the quality of animal presentations. Finally, Hall 6, which 
housed exhibitors in energy production and building construction 
sectors, has disappeared. These sectors are now integrated into 
the new Hall 2.

THE SOMMET
IN DIGITAL MODE

PROJET ARCHITECTURAL - Photo non contractuelle

For this new edition of the show, 
the SOMMET will be reinforcing 
its digital presence via its web 
platform and a mobile app. The 
digitalisation of the SOMMET 
represents a real opportunity 
for the show’s organisers to 
offer a whole array of new 
services for both exhibitors 
and visitors not just during 
the show, but throughout 
the year 24/7. 

So, what is new in 2021?

It presents 3 main challenges:

  Improving the preparation for the show for 
all and ensuring a follow-up of contacts after 
the event,

  Connecting visitors and exhibitors throughout 
the year and the organising of face-to-face 
meetings during the 4 days of the show, 

  Keeping up to date with the latest exhibitors' 
news and trends in the agricultural sector.

For this purpose, over twenty features have 
been implemented for the event, some of 
which are completely new and innovative:

  Marketplace:  a veritable digital catalogue 
of all the products and services present at 
the show.

  A Genetics-specific area: showcase 
dedicated to all the animals on show during 
the 4 days of the SOMMET and to allow 
visitors to exchange with breeders.

  Matchmaking Exhibitors: via our digital 
solution, connects exhibitors with visitors 
via the different platforms as per their 
expectations and profiles .

   My diary: plan your visit to the show, farm 
visits and B2B meetings.

  Latest news: follow the latest farming topics.

  Farm visits: for our international visitors, 
enabling them to “virtually” follow the visits 
to farm and agri-industrial sites.

  Food & Drinks: order your plated meals 
online, drinks etc.
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Reconciling the economy and society’s
expectations of beef production,
the commitment of an entire sector

To knot this agreement with consumers, the beef industry has 
chosen to develop Label Rouge beef schemes that certify a high 
taste and flavour quality while respecting society’s expectations.  
The objective is to offer consumers meat that matches their various 
expectations while guaranteeing a fair remuneration for farmers, 
butchers etc. who produce it thanks to their engagement within 
the various Label Rouge schemes.

INTERBEV’s Beef Section has been working on a new, even more 
demanding set of specifications to bring the superior taste of 
Label Rouge beef to the table and to meet the challenges of the 
environment and animal welfare.

Approved at the beginning of 2020 by the Institut National de l'Origine 
et de la Qualité (INOQ), the changes proposed by producers in the 
sector relate to the following criteria:

  minimum of 80% of farm feed self-sufficiency, ensuring 
that the grass and fodder fed to livestock is produced on the 
same farm

  livestock rations free of GMO’s and palm oil

  no antibiotics used during the last 4 months of the animals' life

  improved livestock pain management using anaesthesia 
and/or analgesics for dehorning and the castration of cattle

  producers have also decided to go beyond society’s current 
expectations by implementing the BoviWell diagnostic app for 
added livestock welfare into the Label Rouge schemes, forcing 
producers to go further in their animal welfare management.

To provide a global response to society's expectations 
regarding good meat production and consumption 
practices, the Livestock and Meat sector has been 
committed since 2017 to a social responsibility 
programme "Love meat, eat better", within the ISO 
26000 standard. It implements an ongoing approach 
in the areas of the environment, animal protection, fair 
remuneration for farmers and healthy, balanced, and 
sustainable food.  This approach has been awarded the 
label "Committed to CSR" level 3 out of 4 ("confirmed" 
level) by AFNOR. 

To date, 16,200 Label Rouge accredited 
farmers representing all beef breeds and 
throughout France i.e., + 5% in 2020 cf. to 
2019.

In 2020, the volume of beef sold under Label 
Rouge quality schemes increased by 16 % cf. 
2019.

More than 220 new points of sale have signed 
up to quality schemes (now totalling 1,900 
outlets within the various schemes).

The objective set by the beef 
industry is clear, that the share 
of Label Rouge beef on the 
market should increase to 40% 
by 2025.

 A few key figures

The conference "Reconciling the economic and 
society’s expectations of beef production, the 
commitment of an entire sector" will be held on 
Wednesday 6 October 2021 from 10.00 to 12.00.  
It is organised by the Social Issues Commission 
and the INTERBEV Beef Section. Testimonies 
from committed farmers and discussions with 
the audience will illustrate the presentation of 
the sector's work.

To note !

Continue to develop the health conditions
for store cattle prior to finishing  

As part of industry plans drawn up at the end of 2017 during the 
French National Assembly on Food, INTERBEV set itself the goal 
of cutting antibiotic resistance by limiting the use of antibiotics 
in livestock farming. To this end, INTERBEV’s cattle section has 
drawn up new cross-industry specifications to improve the "health 
conditions of store cattle", that apply to both male and female 
stores sold live for finishing in France or for export. The aim of these 
specifications is to encourage the development of practices that 
prepare store cattle for finishing, beginning with the vaccination 
against the main infectious respiratory ailments encountered during 
finishing that are fully in line with the government's “Ecoantibio 2” 
preventive strategy.

The scheme provides for all beef industry actors who choose to join 
enhancing at the same time the image of superior quality French 
store cattle cf. to those from other countries. A "win-win" situation 
as the scheme guarantees the finisher improved feedlot-entry 
health of the store animal for faster finishing and secures for the 
breeder farmer a preparation cost payment for their destined-for-
sale store cattle. 

These specifications are aimed at a vast market both in France and 
abroad as every year, more than 1 million French stores are marketed 
of which 1/3rd are sold to French finishers, the remainder for export 
primarily to Italy.

Useful information

More information about the specifications on the 
"Health preparation of stores" is available, plus Best 
Practice info sheets on the INTERBEV stand "A 
committed, responsible and sustainable sector" 

   Hall 3, Aisle B stand B4.

Encouraging new entrants
bypromoting the profession of the
sheep farmer

The Inn’Ovin programme has been conceived by the sheep 
industry to encourage new sheep farmers to install while 
enabling them to increase their technical, economic, and 
environmental performance.    On the industry's stand in 
Hall 5, technical advisors and farmers will present the 
scheme and its tools dedicated to sheep production. 
This is an opportunity for them to talk about their own 
installation experience, the use of advisory tools available 
and of course their profession. Exclusive at the SOMMET 
is the new 3D sheep shed tool that visitors can try. This is 
a web application that allows sheep farmers to optimise 
the layout of their sheds using virtual reality. In addition 
to these various activities, the Ovinpiades Découvertes 
are, as per every year, organised during the show for 
farming students and project leaders to discuss with 
advisors and farmers about installing as farmers.

Contacts
Cécile LARDILLON,
+ 33 (0) 6 40 36 56 34  |  c.lardillon@interbev.fr

Enza LEBLANC,
+ 33 (0) 6 76 66 21 95  |  e.leblanc@interbev.fr

Save the date !
Watch the conference introducing the Green 
Sheep programme to reduce greenhouse gases 
in the sheep industry 

  Thursday 7 October from 11.00 to 11.45 
Conference room 3.
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The Aubrac breed 2021 National
Championships at the SOMMET!

Initially scheduled for 2020, the 
Aubrac National Competition was 
postponed to 2021. Judging will 
take place from 5 to 8 October, 
thus inaugurating the SOMMET DE 
L'ÉLEVAGE’s new 4-day format.

As the Aubrac breed holds its 
national championships every 
second year and only taking place 
at the SOMMET once every 6 years 
(previously in 2008 and 2014), this 
year’s event is significant for the 
breed and its breeders. 

This National Aubrac Championships are the 
opportunity to highlight the impact of Aubrac 
breeding on the local economy; in other words, 
the way in which the best of Aubrac genetics 
generate further income for the region, and 
thereby maintain the local economy due to 
the profitability of local farms. 

This is amply illustrated by the presence 
of nearly 400 Aubrac animals at the show, 
breeding stock of the highest genetic quality 
with excellent productivity and breeding 
performance; cows with pedigree calves 
at foot demonstrating the breed’s genetic 
progress, and cows with cross-bred calves at 
foot illustrating the profitability of the Aubrac 
as a breed for crossing and one that meets 
current farmer demand, and breeding stock 
that are the progeny of AI bulls. 

The “National breed” zone in the Beef Cattle hall provides breeders 
and visitors alike the opportunity to talk about the breed on this 
dedicated stand in the Aubrac’s alleys and close to the breed’s 
partners village. The Aubrac OS (Breed society) is particularly 
keen to use this year’s show to bring its aisles to life and to give 
the opportunity for farmers of other breeds, farmers, students, the 
public, etc. to get to meet Aubrac cattle breeders for an in-depth 
exchange of views.

Programme

   4 half-days in the Zenith ring: 
the mornings of 5 and 6 October and the 
afternoons of 7 and 8 October for the judging of 
Sections, Challenges and breed Championships 

   1 half-day outside the Zenith ring: 
6 october afternoon  
Group prize 

   4 days of exchange and events dedicated to the 
Aubrac breed

   An auction sale of breeding stock 

    Farm visits

A hardy original breed  
The Aubrac breed originates from the Aubrac plateau, 
from which it takes its name. Originally a mixed breed par 
excellence, the Aubrac experienced a sharp decline in 
numbers after the Second World War. A group of breeders 
decided to relaunch the breed in the 1970s by giving it a 
suckler orientation, while developing its maternal and 
breeding characteristics.

The advantages of the Aubrac  
• Rusticity / Medium-sized frame  

 capacity to adapt to all land types

• Easy calving and rearing  
 reduction of the farm labour input

• Numerical production  
 1 calf / cow / year

• Suckler capacity  
  sufficient milk production for the cow to ensure calf growth 

• Longevity  
 more animals for sale (breeding stock and finishing) 

• Depth of chest  
  maximisation of the capacity of ingestion

• Good legs  
 able to cover long distances in the search for food

A breed in step with the times  
Cow numbers increased from 56,000 in 1979 to 105,000 in 
the 2000s and to almost 250,000 today. Recent years have 
seen a steady increase in numbers of, on average, 5% per 
year. Though most of the cows are still to be found in the 
breed’s birthplace (Aveyron, Cantal and Lozère) – making 
it the local breed par excellence - Aubrac cows can now 
be found in almost every départements of France.

Raised naturally on grass, the Aubrac breed meets the 
expectations of consumers and breeders. Its maternal 
qualities and ease of breeding allow many cows to be 
reared by one person, thereby providing the perfect 
response to the need to increase herd numbers and yet 
reduce on-farm labour. 

The cow’s capacity to adapt to all types of farmland 
enables her to be completely self-sufficient and as a result 
she is less subject to fluctuations in the raw materials 
markets. 

The low cost of rearing and the ease of managing an 
Aubrac herd make farms economically profitable, 
whatever the environment and soil and climate 
constraints.

A selection programme based
on optimisation 

The breed’s selection programme is built around a 
strategy of economic optimisation, based on the 
compromise between butchery aptitude and maternal 
qualities, the search for balance between muscle 
and skeletal growth and the optimisation, if not the 
maximisation, of performance.  

The aim is to obtain quality females for breeding 
(appreciated for their ability to be reared in a purebred 
system or for crossing with Charolais bulls) plus purebred 
or crossbred animals for finishing (stores and heifers 
and cull cows, SIQO (Official signs identifying quality 
and origin)).

  Tuesday 5 October  |  8.30 – 11.30

  Wednesday 6 October  |  09.00 – 12.00

  Thursday 7 October  |  14.30 – 20.00

  Friday 8 October  |  14.00 – 18.30

Save the date !
AUBRAC NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
> Zenith

Contact
Marion VERNOUX, Communication Manager
+ 33 (0) 6 72 41 11 81   |  marion.vernoux@aubrac.net 
www.race-aubrac.com

 www.facebook.com/upraaubrac

THE AUBRAC IN NUMBERS
Almost 245,000 cows in France

97% OF MALE calves are exported for finishing, 
3% for breeding purposes 

50% OF FEMALE calves are slaughtered or 
exported, 50% for breeding stock or retained as herd 
replacements 

660 FARMS MEMBERS of the Union Aubrac and 
Herd Book  
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The Simmental 
breed National 
championships

Numerous special prizes will be awarded during this 
competition, allowing all the characteristics of the 
breed to be highlighted: best cheese-making traits, best 
butchery aptitude and a Senior championship reserved 
for cows in their 5th or more lactation.  

A real promotional tool, the National Competition will also provide the 
opportunity to present the many AOP cheeses (Laguiole, Comté, Langres, 
Epoisses, Bleu des Causses) that have identified the Simmental breed 
within their specifications.

The day will close with an auction of elite animals. The French Simmental 
selection system is now at the cutting edge of innovation with genomic 
indexing based on a European Simmental population of nearly 3 million 
females, numerous genotype exchanges and the use of the best European 
sires. Approximately ten heifers with high genetic potential will be offered 
for sale at auction.

  Wednesday 6 October 
      |  09.00 – 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00

  Friday 8 October   |  15.45 – 17.00

Save the date !
SIMMENTAL NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
> Hall 4, milk ring

PRESENTATION OF CHAMPION 
SIMMENTAL FEMALES 
> Hall 4, milk ring

Contact
Hervé VIGNON, Director of Simmental France
+ 33 (0) 6 08 33 12 06  |  h.vignon@simmentalfrance.fr  
www.simmentalfrance.fr

The Simmental is :  
• A true mixed breed combining dairy performance and meat 

production:

• An increase of 600 litres of milk per lactation in the last 3 
years yet retaining its butchery aptitudes. The Simmental is 
the breed that has recorded the best genetic gain in terms of 
milk production and quality.

• A quality milk rich in proteins and well balanced in fats 
sought after for its cheese-making qualities.

• The #1 breed for functional traits:
   The only breed with a calving interval of less than  

400 days displays cows’ excellent fertility when compared 
to specialist milk breeds

•  The dairy breed with the best genetic diversity less than 2% 
of inbreeding (5% in other breeds).

• National herd numbers have progressed in France by 17% in 
the last 10 years

• The #1 breed for dairy crossbreeding, 41% of AI are 
performed on other dairy breeds. This practice has 
increased by 66% in 4 years.

This year, the ring in Hall 4 will be the setting 
for the SIMMENTAL National Championships, 
the Wednesday 6 October. 112 rigorously 
selected cows, from all over France, will be 
competing throughout the day.

On-farm processing, accompanying
farmers& producers throughout
their project

To meet the needs of producers, the Auvergne-Rhône-
Alpes’ Chambers of Agriculture have, over recent years, 
developed a comprehensive and innovative range of 
support services adapted to the changing times we live 
in.  This local level of support is underpinned by over 
20 field experts, and for the very first time, they will be 
present at the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE!

You can meet them in Hall 2, stand E21, alongside the 
Chambers of Agricultures’ specialist farm transfer & 
installation advisors. 

The aim is to listen to the individual needs of each 
producer, answer their questions and provide each one 
with an individual level of support that will enable them to 
create their business, develop their skills and boost their 
sales.  Every aspect of the project is taken into account 
from the initial feasibility study, market research, health 
regulations, production techniques, marketing, human 
resources, communication, and promotion of the finished 
products and/or services.

Numerous events are offered to the future or currently 
diversified producer from selling locally to further 
processing farm products or developing a farm tourism 
activity.  

To discover all the facets of these new activities, farmers 
and producers will be able to meet and talk with the 
experts at the show and talk with other farmers during 
the "themed farm drinks parties" each day of the show.   

The “Bienvenue à la Ferme” (Welcome to our Farm) brand will of course 
be in the spotlight at the show, during which all current members 
and interested farmers can get together to talk about the network, 
and not forgetting the winners of the Fermiers d’Or (Gold-award 
farmers) who have a surprise awaiting them. 

25 % of farms in the Auvergne-Rhône-
Alpes region are involved in either on-farm 
processing, selling direct to local consumers, 
or agritourism. This is an area of development 
that many farmers and almost 30% of 
project advisors are interested in! And for 
good reason, farm and local products are 
increasingly popular with consumers! 

Programme

   Tuesday 5 october - 10.30 : 
“63 Saveurs” (63 Flavours), creating a full-field 
market gardening sector in the Puy de Dôme 
département

   Wednesday 6 october - 14.30 : 
Selling direct to consumers, the logistics and the 
innovation: focus on the initiative in the Cantal 
département

   Friday 8 october - 10.30 : 
Supplying locally, outside-home catering, the 
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes’ Chambers of Agriculture 
are organised

3 conferences covering the issues of logistics and 
collective approach are on offer during the show:

Contact
Anne VERNET,
+ 33 (0) 6 30 60 22 54  |  anne.vernet@aura.chambagri.fr
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What is happening in the sheep ring?

It’s within the framework of the 2021 SOMMET DE 
L’ÉLEVAGE that the RAVA breed organises its National 
Championships. It’s quite simply an evidence as the RAVA 
is the iconic breed of the Puy de dôme département that 
envelopes the Limagne plain, between the Chaîne des 
Puys and the Chaîne du Forez. The role of the Rava was 
decisive in the decision to include the Chaîne des Puys 
in the UNESCO World Heritage Sites List in 2018.

If there is a breed that is at home at the SOMMET DE 
L'ELEVAGE, it has to be the RAVA.

The breed society’s 21 members and their 9,800 pedigree 
ewes, split across the Puy de Dôme, the Loire and the 
Sarthe départements, will be honoured to represent 
their breed in approximately thirty pens in the sheep hall.

The competition’s sections will reward autumn and winter 
ewe lambs, ewes and rams from the breed’s selection 
base.

A genetic scheme driven by performance
The RAVA breed is managed by the Organisme de Sélection 
Races Ovines des Massifs Sélection (ROM Sélection), based in the  
Puy-de-Dôme department.

Appoximately 60 rams are tested each year at the Paysat-Bas station 
(Haute-Loire). They are the issue of a programmed natural mating 
scheme using the breed’s best ewes during the main lambing periods 
(autumn and winter). The main criteria in the selection of maternal 
qualities are prolificity and milk quality. All rams used by breeders 
are selected and approved by the Breeding Station. 

The females in the selection base are bred from either within a 
purebred or crossbred system when put to lowland breeds such 
as the île de France and the Berrichon du Cher. Certain farmers 
employ a two-tier scheme by using Charollais rams to obtain well 
conformed butcher’s lambs. 

This flexibility enables the breed to be used for the production of 
quality carcasses, adapted to the needs of the slaughter industry.

A breed in full progression
The hardy breeds are perfectly suited to the conversion to livestock 
farming in the predominantly cereal-growing areas on the northern 
and western edges of the Massif Central. These new breeders are 
looking for large lots of animals that are easy to rear and feed, 
often with no housing. The RAVA corresponds perfectly to their 
expectations and, as a result, many new flocks have been created. 

A productive breed adapted to its territory
The RAVA breed is above all a hardy breed adapted to its 
territory that is the medium mountain areas of the Massif 
Central with high rainfall and harsh winters.

The RAVA breed is mainly found in the Auvergne-Rhône-
Alpes region, and more particularly in the Chaîne des 
Puys, a difficult mountain area with poor, acidic soil 
and a harsh climate. Thanks to its morphology, the ewe 
is perfectly adapted to the long and arid paths of the 
volcanic "cheires" (zones of lava impacted land).

The ewe’s ability to draw on her body reserves and 
replenish them according to the available forage 
resources allow her to be reared in the open air and to do 
well off a limited ration during periods outside pregnancy.

The composition and arrangement of her fleece make 
her resistant to the weather. 

With her very good aptitude for natural deseasoning, it 
is a breed that offers many mangement opportunities to 

the farmer who can choose the optimal lambing period in line with 
the seasonal farm work and best sales opportunities.  Deseasoning 
also makes it possible to increase productivity from 1.6 to 2 lambs 
per ewe per year, within satisfactory feeding conditions.

This feature allows farmers to market their lambs during the most 
favourable market periods.

The RAVA ewe also shows great maternal qualities: ease of 
parturition, excellent fertility, adoption of lambs. 91% of lambs 
born as twins, and 65% of triplets are successfully weaned. This 
is a significant advantage for the management of the farm as the 
burden on the farmer &/or their staff is considerably reduced and 
cuts lamb mortality.  Her sexual precocity is remarkable as first-time 
ewes are able to give birth at an age of between 12 and 15 months.

  Thursday 7 October   |  10.00 – 11.30

Save the date !
RAVA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
> Hall 5, sheep ring

Contact
François TAHON
+ 33 (0) 6 47 06 80 61  |  romdeveloppement@orange.fr

RAVA breed national 
championships at the
SOMMET, evidently! 

The sheep pole just as dynamic (in the search)
to produce more and better!

Inn’ovin, the sheep industry is recruiting! 
Inn’ovin is the programme for the entire sheep industry (milk and 
meat) with a clear and ambitious double objective: 

  Produce more lambs and milk to satisfy demand and as a result 
create jobs across the whole region,  

  Grow farmers’ incomes while improving their working conditions 
and thus the attractiveness of the sheep farming industry. 

To meet this ambition for the sector, the Inn'Ovin programme is 
divided into 4 areas of work with concrete actions: 

  Generation renewal and attractiveness of the profession,

  Improving farm income through enhanced technical and 
economic performance, 

  Improve working conditions and sector employment,

  The environment, energy transition and the balanced use of 
land: in other words, the sustainability of production.

In response to this, the sheep centre will host technical flashes 
on the advantages of Label Rouge (quality production) schemes, 
innovations to facilitate work, the use of bells, etc., as well as a 
technical area (Inn’ovin stand) focused on technical equipment where 
visitors can test their knowledge and access a range of information. 

On Thursday 7 October, the wool industry will be in the spotlight 
all day. 

Sheep dog training demonstrations will also take place in the ring.

In addition to these new features, we must not overlook the usual 
events such as the “Ovinpiades” outside hall 5, that raises awareness 
of sheep farming among farming students; shearing and flock dog 
demonstrations will take place daily in the outdoor area.

The Hall signage at Entrance 4 will also be reinforced 
with a specific visual on the marquee gable. Rearers’ 
objectives are “to develop the sheep pole, to establish 
its reputation and strengthen links with international 
breeders”. The focus throughout Tuesday 5 October will 
be on pastoralism.

This year, in addition to the extra day on 
Tuesday, the sheep hall is expanding. 

Beyond the 2,000m² (21,500 sq. ft) reserved 
for sheep in hall 5, the SOMMET DE 
L’ÉLEVAGE has identified a further 3,000m²  
(32,300 sq. ft) outside for shearing and sheep 
dog demonstrations and the “Ovinpiades” 
competition. 

Contact
Mélanie BEAUMONT-VERNIERE, Project Manager for the sheep meat sector
+ 33 (0) 7 86 12 90 84   |  melanie.beaumont@aura.chambagri.fr

  Tuesday 5 october  |  14.00 – 17.00

 Wednesday 6 october  |  9.30 – 13.30 

 Wednesday 6 octobe r  |  14.30 – 17.00

 Friday 8 october  |  9.30 - 12.30

 Friday 8 october : 15.00  |  16.30

 Thursday 7 october  |  10.00 - 13.00

Save the date !
CHAROLLAIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
> Hall 5, sheep ring

TEXEL CHAMPIONSHIPS
> Hall 5, sheep ring

ILE DE FRANCE CHAMPIONSHIPS
> Hall 5, sheep ring

SUFFOLK CHAMPIONSHIPS +
AUCTION SALE
> Hall 5, sheep ring

SALE OF HAMPSHIRE RAMS 
> Hall 5, sheep ring

RAVA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS and
RUSTIC SHEEP BREED CHALLENGE
> Hall 5, sheep ring
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And what is happening
in the equine ring?

Equipped with a hard track and a large arena with 
stands for the public, the equine pole is a dynamic and 
friendly space that offers numerous events, voltige 
demonstrations and top-quality competitions every day. 
With more than 300 horses representing the 9 French 
draught breeds as well as ridden horses and donkeys, the 
equine pole attracts more and more visitors every year.

Every year breeders and rearers meet to exchange, 
compete against each other, promote the draught horse 
sector, in terms of breeding, leisure or at work. 

It is through these events that every facet of the sector 
is represented. The SOMMET, is a wonderful tool for 
promoting the sector!

As for every year, the SOMMET DE L'ÉLEVAGE 
dedicates a space of 1 ha to the promotion of 
horses in the Massif Central.

Contact
Laure DESPLANCHES, Project Manager for the SFET
+ 33 (0) 6 78 59 82 19  |  laure.desplanches@gmail.com

The Massif central is the largest reservoir of draft horses in 
Europe with some 10,000 brood mares and 2,400 breeders.

To note !

JUDGING
For this 30th edition of the SOMMET, the 
Ardennais, Comtois, Percheron et Breton 
working horse breeds will be in judging in the 
category “Model & Paces”. This allows the entire 
horse's physique to be judged as a whole, its 
conformation is examined in the smallest detail. 

  Ardennais judging: 
Tuesday 5 october  |  09.00 – 17.00

  Comtois judging: 
Wednesday 6 october  |  09.00 – 17.00

  Comtois judging: 
Thursday 7 october  |  09.00 – 17.00

  Breton judging: 
Friday 8 october  |  09.00 – 17.00

Other highlights include at judging of horses at 
work with driving and charge-pulling tests. Over 
the course of several tests, the jury evaluates the 
horse’s docility and its ability to pull a carriage 
safely. It must respond perfectly to commands 
and know how and when to stand still. The crew 
too are scrutinised and the driver judged on their 
skills as a trainer and driver.  

 Friday 8 october

The Équi-Trait-Jeunes Challenge  
Sponsored by the SFET (Société Française des Équidés au Travail – 
French Society for Working Horses), Equi-Trait is a fun competition 
for agricultural students based on the use of working horses. This 
challenge enables them to learn more about the working uses of 
draught horses. In teams, the students participate in various tests 
from cleaning and preparing the horse prior to showing it, carriage 
driving course, lunging, sled pulling, log pulling, ridden course) with, 
as an objective, qualification for the final in Paris at the 2022 Salon 
de l'Agriculture. 

  Tuesday 5 october : 09.00 - 17.00
  Wednesday 6 october : 09.00 - 17.00

Spotlight on the Auvergne breed 
Finding its origins in the Massif Central, the breed’s name varies 
on the location, as it is equally referred to as the Cantalou, the 
Aumontois or even the Ragot d’Auvergne. 

In 1996, there were only 31 Auvergne horses. Today, there are more 
than 700 horses, with 68 foals born in 2019.

Bay in colour, its size is between 1.45 m and 1.55 m, and it weighs 
between 450 and 650 kg. Abundant mane and feathering, a well-
developed bone structure with marked joints, and a double croup.  
The qualities sought after by breeders are hardiness and docility.

A versatile breed that can be used as a ridden horse or for carriage 
driving. Because of its shape, it is perfect for novice riders. Ideal 
as a pack horse, willing and determined, it is appreciated as much 
for equestrian tourism as it is for light agricultural work (market 
gardening, skidding (timber pulling), etc.).

Demonstrations of horses at work 
The horse breeds present at the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE are valued 
for their enormous work capacity. There will be demonstrations 
throughout the show to show their abilities and the know-how of 
their owners, such as woodland work or waste collection by the 
Bourbonnais breed of horses and donkeys

The SOMMET,
showcasing innovation

67% of French farmers use "relevant" new technologies 
for their business such as connected objects, cameras, 
satnav, drones or satellite images, and that more 
than 7 out of 10 farmers concerned say that the new 
technologies enable them to produce better and more, 
make more accurate decisions, improve production 
techniques (75%), save time and have more free time 
(74%) and better organise their work and be more reactive 
(74%)*.

There is no doubt that innovation in agriculture is an 
essential axis that the SOMMET, a showcase for farming 
progress, is keen to promote each year.
*Source BVA-Groupama

Contact
Sophie CHATENET, PAMAC
+33(0) 6 63 96 84 02  |  s.giraud@reussir.fr 

The Sommets d’Or,
rewarding innovation  

A competition organised in partnership with the media group 
REUSSIR and PAMAC (The Massif Central farming press) within 
the framework of the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE, the Sommets d’Or 
rewards technical innovations in farm machinery, equipment, 
supplies and services for livestock farmers, and in animal welfare 
and organic farming.  

To qualify the equipment or products must display qualities of 
innovation, manufacture, safety, and ergonomics adapted to the 
specific agricultural characteristics of the Massif Central. 

A Special Public Prize sponsored by Groupama will be awarded to 
one of the winners.

In 2021, interest in the competition has once again been 
confirmed with 63 applications. A figure that testifies to 
the real dynamism of the companies that revolve in and 
around agriculture, on the "research and development" 
side.

Under the guidance of René Autellet, the jury made up of 
farming specialists, chamber of agriculture and technical 
advisors, plus farmers, researchers and vets met on  
29 June to deliberate. 

During a whole day, they decided on the relevance of 
each application with only one idea in mind: the end 
bonus for the farmer.

Having reached their decisions, 8 innovations were 
rewarded.

  Wednesday 6 october  |  18.00

Save the date !
PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY
TO THE 8 WINNERS
>  In the Meeting Area in the main 

entrance hall
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The winners 2021

FARM MACHINERY
HYDROKIT 

INTEGRATED WHEEL CLEANER
• Vendée 

This on-board cleaner sprays water, under pressure, via the 
tractor's hydraulics, spraying it via a localised jet on to tractor 
wheels and those of any attached or trailed machinery (nozzle 
holders integrated into the mudguards), with automatic axle by 
axle management. A 20 m hose on a reel completes the system.

The + : Optimised cleaning while driving, fire prevention 
Contact : +33 (0) 2 51 34 10 10 
www.hydrokit.com

MASSEY-FERGUSON 
MF PROTECT-U
• Oise
The MF Protect-U system provides 24 cm of space between the 
engine and the cab and contributes to the unique design of this 
tractor. The operator enjoys excellent visibility and comfort. The 
fully encapsulated engine is isolated from the cab, reducing noise 
and vibration.  This system also insulates the cab from heat and 
improves engine cooling and efficiency for maximum operation.

The + : comfort and safety
Contact : +33 (0) 7 84 07 08 93 
www.masseyferguson.fr

BASE
THF-0850 MOISTURE METER
• Gironde
This tester measures the moisture content of loose or baled 
hay, straw or wood residues such as chips and pellets, with a 
moisture range of between 8% and 50%. The farmer is warned of 
the risk of overheating before baling, which is highly innovative 
as current measuring meters on the market can only be used 
post-baling. This meter gives accurate results and is inexpensive.

The + : safety and ease of use
Contact : +33 (0) 5 35 54 49 59
www.base-innovation.com

KRONE FRANCE
EASYCUT F 400 CV FOLD AND EASYCUT F 
HIGHLAND MOWERS
• Yvelines
The jury wanted to doubly congratulate Krone in rewarding the 
agricultural engineering company two innovative mowers, a 
front mower with hydraulically foldable cutter bar (the (EasyCut 
F 400 CV Fold), and a mower that has been specifically designed 
for uplands and steep slopes that benefits from the push 
configuration of the head stock and the standard side-shift 
function without stress on the universal joints (the EasyCut F 
Highland). 

The + : innovative and suitable for rough and steep terrain
Contact : +33 (0) 6 43 74 45 28
http://www.krone.fr 

OLIMAC SRL
DRAGO GOLD, SUNFLOWER HARVESTER
• Italy
It is the only sunflower harvester equipped with a hydraulic stalk 
chopper that combines ground level chopping and sunflower 
harvesting up to 1.5 m high. Only the head of the sunflower 
is harvested without the stem, thus avoiding overloading the 
harvester. The pump attached to the cutter head is powered by 
a clutch and connected to the chopper by hoses. Oil level and 
temperature are monitored from the cab and the fan can be 
reversed to clean the oil cooler. This device is compatible with 
all types and brands of harvesters, from 6 to 24 rows.

The + : increased productivity & easily maintained
Contact : +39 (0)  171 38 48
www.olimac.it/fr/ 

FARM EQUIPMENT
VELITEX SAS

STAINLESS-STEEL CLIP COVER FOR SILAGE 
CLAMPS 
• Eure
A stainless-steel rigid wire clamp suitable for all silo wall widths, 
from the removable wall to a solid wall from 5 to 25 cm. The aim 
is to hold the tarpaulins in place before and during filling of the 
silo, and during clamp face cutting, without tearing the tarpaulin, 
that is held in place vertically to the walls during filling. The clips 
are packaged in boxes of 25.

The + : practical and clever
Contact : +33 (0) 6 86 28 79 86 
wwwvelitexsas.com
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FARM SERVICES
APTIMIZ

APTIMIZ SMARTPHONE APP 
• Maine-et-Loire
Aptimiz is an application for smartphones that automatically 
measures and analyses farm working time, requiring no physical 
input data recording. The tool records the satnav positions of all 
the people working on the farm. The farmer has absolutely no 
action to take, everything is automatically recorded from app 
activation, activity detection and time recorded per activity. 
Travel time is allocated to the right production. A web interface 
then allows the farmer to analyse the data of their farm thanks 
to various dashboards and technical-economic indicators.

The + : analysis and organisation of on-farm work
Contact : +33 (0) 6 82 55 21 56
www.aptimiz.com

Institut de l’Elevage 
“DÉCLIC TRAVAIL” (TRIGGERING WORK), 
A WEB PLATFORM
• Paris
This web platform designed for livestock farmers combines a 
self-diagnosis option, plus suggested paths for improved work 
organisation. The tool has three components: a quick self-
diagnosis to take stock of the work, identify expectations, plus 
free access to a database of more than 60 possible solutions 
classified into six themes (organisation and simplification of 
the system, building layout, equipment, labour management, 
administrative work, processing and marketing), and completed 
by more than 100 "tips and smart ideas" ; and a directory, by 
department, of advisors according to their field(s) of intervention.

The + : optimising work organisation
Contact : +33 (0) 3 83 93 39 17
www.idele.fr
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A little more on each of the partners  
AgrOnov, an innovative pole in agri-ecology, 
is an accelerator of agricultural innovation.  Through 
its network of partners, AgrOnov mobilises the skills 
and tools to give farming businesses the opportunity to 
develop their innovation projects and thereby increase 
growth
www.agronov.com 

Crédit Agricole : cooperative high street and 
investment banking group, the Crédit Agricole’s regional 
branches are the leading local bank in France. They 
market a full range of financial products and services. 
Banks for individuals, farmers, trades, companies, and 
local authorities, with strong local roots, the regional 
branches and Crédit Agricole SA are the leading financiers 
of the French economy. Long-time partner of the SOMMET 
DE L’ELEVAGE, the 10 regional branches (Crédit Agricole 
Centre Est, Crédit Agricole Centre Ouest, Crédit Agricole 
Centre Loire, Crédit Agricole du Languedoc, Crédit 
Agricole Loire Haute-Loire, Crédit Agricole Nord Midi-
Pyrénées, Crédit Agricole Charente Périgord, Crédit 

Agricole Sud Rhône Alpes, Crédit Agricole des Savoie and Crédit 
Agricole Centre France) have joined forces with Crédit Agricole SA 
to become the first private partner of this event and contribute to 
promote the livestock industry in our regions. 
www.credit-agricole.com   

Le Village by CA is the #1 accelerating network in France with 
1,332 start-ups in Qtr. 1 2021 in providing support through their 
business structures and marketing via 40 Villages found throughout 
France (Lille, Bordeaux, Orléans, Caen, St-Brieuc, Nantes, Paris, 
Lyon, Toulouse etc.) and 665 partners. The network of Le Village 
by CA has begun to spread its wings outside France (Luxembourg, 
Parma, Milan etc.) and now has branches in major cities around the 
world (London, New York, Shanghai, Tokyo etc.). Benefiting from 
an environment at the cutting edge of technology and located in 
the heart of the regions, the start-ups of each Le Village by CA, 
benefit from an innovation ecosystem with a multitude of private 
and public partners and the networking power of Crédit Agricole’s 
regional branches, France’s #1 bank. “Cooperate to innovate” is their 
slogan. By showing that innovation can be developed at a regional 
level for fundamental change and in creating jobs for tomorrow. 
www.levillagebyca.com

VEGEPOLYS VALLEY, a competitiveness cluster brings together 
small and large companies, research laboratories and training 
establishments. This public-private, multi-sector, multi-trade 
network brings together all the expertise in the crops sector, 
from upstream to downstream, including production. The cluster 
stimulates and supports the co-design of innovations to produce 
more and better. The cluster has more than 10% of start-ups in its 
network, which it supports through actions such as competitions, 
communications, and presence at trade shows. 
www.vegepolys-valley.eu.

Vegepolys Valley is associated with the Auvergne Laboratory for 
Territorial Innovation in Field Crops, a live laboratory, which hosts and 
develops projects aimed at designing, evaluating, and disseminating 
innovative solutions for, and with farmers, in conjunction with other 
stakeholders in the region
www.lit-gca.com.

To promote the dissemination of these innovations to 
farmers, 5 partners including the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE, 
Crédit Agricole, the villages by CA, the accelerator 
Agronov, and the competitive cluster VEGEPOLYS VALLEY 
have teamed up to create a village of start-ups, called 
the “Innovation Barn”.

First initiated in 2019, this communal stand enables start-
ups in the partners’ networks to benefit from increased 
visibility where farmers can find all of tomorrow's 
innovations in one single area.

For this edition of the show, 15 start-ups have joined the 
Innovation Barn that can be found in hall 1 on stand C22. 

Innovation is an essential axis for progress in 
farming, that in recent years has benefitted 
from the impetus of start-ups providing new 
solutions for breeders. These are based on the 
contribution of new technologies to innovate. 

The Innovation Barn,
the SOMMET’S own
start-up zone’s 

15 start-ups present at the SOMMET
AIHERD has, in partnership with CEA, developed 
a tool for detecting diseases and zootechnical 
problems in milk farms. The solution is based 
on artificial intelligence using a conventional 
security camera system in the barn. AIHERD’s 
algorithms recognise individual animals and can 
follow them to detect any morphological and 
behavioural abnormalities that can be translated 
into concrete clinical action for farmers, such 
as calving, bulling, movement issues, and other 
anomalies. AIHERD sends alerts and allows visual 
control through a 360° interface where each 
animal’s own statistics follow it on the image. 
AIHERD revolutionises animal tracking and 
replaces all existing sensors, such as collars, 
calving sensors and IoT. 
www.aiherd.io

Agriéchange is the first platform in France 
proposing the exchange of work, materials and 
manpower between farmers without the need 
for any payments. The objective is to reduce the 
costs of production while meeting the challenge 
of energy transition. 
www.agri-echange.org

Aptimiz is the solution for automated 
measurement and analysis of working time in 
Agriculture. Not requiring any physical input, 
Aptimiz automatically determines exactly what 
and where the farmer is working and records 
the time they spend there. Then follows a 
choice of several different dashboards and 
economic indicators to analyse then optimise 
the organisation of work on the farm, the 
time spent/ha, time spent/1000L, time spent/
cow, hourly profitability. Based on the farm’s 
objectives, Aptimiz allows the user to identify 
the growth levers and to conduct simulations 
for easier decision making, overall management, 
development of a new activity, diversification, 
labour needs and farm transfer or the taking on 
of new land. 
www.aptimiz.com

ASCAPE is the specialist in poultry farm 
management. Ascagri supports farmers by 
offering software and hardware solutions aimed 
at optimising performance, farmer working 
conditions, animal welfare and production quality.  
https://www.ascape.fr

BAOBA is the first “all-in-one” smartphone 
application, that uses cloud, for farmers and 
their partners, integrating livestock management 
(cattle, sheep, goats and poultry) and crop 
production (cereals, grassland and grazing) 
within the same tool to meet the new challenges 
of the agroecological transition of livestock 
farming. The solution includes a livestock farm 
management tool, a data lab, a private social 
network for the farm, connectivity with the farm’s 
smart tools and product traceability functions 
and practices from farmer to consumer, and a 
solution for cooperatives and livestock advisors. 
www.baoba.ag

Copeeks  provides a connected service for 
livestock welfare through artificial intelligence 
technology. Specialist in image and data analysis, 
Copeeks offers a range of digital services for the 
collection, transfer and use of farm data. Fully 
equipped with artificial intelligence, the solution 
automatically detects and alerts the farmer in 
the event of behavioural or health anomalies or 
an unhealthy atmosphere in the building. The 
interface with cloud provides an enriched and 
ergonomic view of results. These services are 
available in three products: Peek, Diagno’Peek 
and Sandbox. 
www.copeeks.fr

Go4iot aims to develop the use by livestock 
farmers of connected objects based on 
innovation, with two axes, a consulting activity 
to support small & medium-sized business with 
connected objects to deploy solutions that 
enable farmers to optimise their operation and 
maintenance (preventive, predictive, etc.). All 
this while moving toward a bespoke service 
offer, and secondly, the development of its own 
product: KHIKO aimed at the construction and 
agricultural sectors, and specifically the use 
of heavy plant and farm vehicles. KHIKO is a 
connected, intelligent, and autonomous object 
that is mechanically and irremovably attached to 
plant and farm vehicles. It can detect suspicious 
movement (including theft). If a suspicious 
movement is detected it automatically sends 
an alert by SMS, Email, notification etc. The idea 
is that the earlier you are alerted, the more likely 
you are to find the stolen machinery!  
www.khikobygo4iot.com

Karyon food is a collaborative platform that allows 
farmers and the sustainable food industry to 
reconstruct product history and communicate 
this to consumers. It allows actors in local 
supply chains to collaborate, collect and share 
information about their products. 
www.karyonfood.com

LIVE STOCK technology  provides a connected 
solution called PIGSTECH that creates profitable 
scenarios by improving the life of the animal 
to improve that of the farmer - predict, plan, 
track, secure. 
 www.pigstech.com

Myeasy Farm is an ISOBUS-certified platform, for 
farmers, cooperatives, dealers, and contractors 
for precision farming via connected tool. The 
MyEasyFarm platform collects, organises, 
transfers and analyses farm data (field and 
equipment management, satellite data, weather, 
real-time monitoring, input modulation, etc.) to 
improve cropping practices and reduce inputs. 
www.myeasyfarm.com

Page up is specialised in the development of 
innovative mobile solutions. We have advanced 
expertise in livestock identification tools (bar 
codes, official tags incorporating UHF technology, 
innovative and adapted to livestock). Currently 
being tested in several countries around the world, 
we have the software and hardware building 
blocks for rapid and effective deployment in an 
experimental or industrial setting. Our software-
development teams develop and implement 
solutions, including mobile applications and web-
based administration and monitoring platforms.    
www.pageup.fr

Pile ici : Buying local has never been so easy! Pile 
Ici is the first application in France that alerts 
consumers to the presence of a local merchant or 
producer based in their locality and the specific 
product interest to the consumer! Pile Ici helps 
you generate additional turnover encouraging 
current customers to purchase your products 
more regularly and informing those who do 
not know of your business, but who would be 
potentially interested, about your products! 
www.pile-ici.fr

RF TRACK develops and manufactures connected 
objects for monitoring livestock and logistics, 
plus offers predictive maintenance and livestock 
e-health applications. We can develop our own 
products to suit your specifications. We worked 
with EVOLUTION XY to bring the calving detector 
application SmartVel to market and this year, with 
ADVENTIEL/SGPI we developed Chronopâture 
that traces the time cows spend at grass and 
their eligibility for premium quality schemes 
such as “lait de pâturage” (milk from grass) where 
farmers need to justify that their livestock have 
spent over 150 days per year at grass.  
www.rf-track.com

Weather Measures, established in 2015, is today 
the French leader in spatialised meteorology 
for the agricultural sector. Based in Clermont 
Ferrand, the firm has developed its own 
algorithms for processing multi-source data 
from satellites, radars, weather models and 
digital data. The innovation provides a spatialised 
weather service (historic, real time, forecast) 
accurate down to the km² for the whole of 
France, it can be personalised to provide the 
weather data requirements of each user. Today, 
Weather Measures numbers a team of 8 and 50 
partners (cooperatives, chambers of agriculture, 
private producer groups etc.) and provides a daily 
weather update for 450,000 locations in France. 
www.weather-measures.fr

Yesitis following its acquisitions of ARFID and 
EMI, Ysitis has created a veritable industrial 
and digital strike force ecosystem, capable of 
producing batches, and giving every object a 
unique and impossible to copy "identity", for 
agriculture, smart towns, brand protection and 
identity, Industrial IoT and logistics, energy, 
mobility markets. ARFID specialises in the 
manufacture of labels and soft and hard tags and 
manufactures pre-laminated products (loyalty 
cards, transport cards) and more sophisticated 
products for banks and identity documents. EMI 
has 30 years’ experience in the manufacture and 
assembly of electronic cards, plastic injection, 
and electric interfaces
www.yesitis.fr

  Hall 1   |  stand C22

To note !

FIND "INNOVATION BARN"
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SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE,
the international business place 

Why this desire to develop internationally? 
“The SOMMET is a business place, our primary mission is to bring new 
business to our exhibitors. Today, the SOMMET has reached a point 
of maturity nationally. Our margins for growth are clearly outside 
our borders, both in terms of visitors and exhibitors.  In addition, the 
show’s exhibitors are interested by our international visitors, because 
if they make the effort to come to us, it is usually because they have 
investment projects in mind."

Why do foreign visitors come to the SOMMET?
“To get what they do not find at home, notably the excellence of 
French genetics.
2/3rds of international visitors are European breeders of French 
beef breeds and return to the SOMMET to (re)discover the breed in 
its birthplace. 
Initially, they were solely interested in suckler beef pedigrees, but 
today they are more interested in the milk cattle breeds and sheep.  
Our visitors from further afield (South America, Africa, and East 
Europe, etc.), also come for our breeding but also for equipment, inputs, 
livestock rations, material for milk production and new technologies. 
I like to say that the SOMMET is the supermarket for farmers where 
visitors come to do their shopping in a convivial environment!”

What is special about the SOMMET?
“For many years now, we have been offering all our foreign visitors a full 
and unique programme of some thirty visits to farms and agri-industrial 
sites. This allows them to complete their discovery of French breeding 
via the show and to make the most of their visit in France. In 2019, 
over 1,000 foreign visitors participated in our farm visit programme. 
They are interested in discovering what a French farm looks like in 
situ, the immediate environment, the buildings, livestock rations and 
to compare our methods of farming more easily to their own. 
Another feature of the SOMMET is the warm welcome we provide 
our international visitors. Free entry to the show, a space totally 
dedicated to foreign delegations, the Club International, and the 
many services that we lay on for them, such as interpreters, guided 
visits to the show etc.).

And lastly, we are partners with Agrilys, a farm tour 
agency who assist groups of visitors plan their visit to 
the Auvergne. 
All these features are highly appreciated by our 
international visitors”. 

How is this 30th edition shaping up?
« We can only be optimistic: the COVID situation is beginning 
to clear and the vaccination programme in France and 
Europe continues to progress. However, no records are 
expected to be broken in terms of the number of foreign 
visitors. We are banking on visitors from Europe with the 
recently established vaccination passport. In terms of 
countries further afield, the situation is insufficiently 
clear in respect to what the travel restrictions will be in 
early October.  
In any case, we are ready to welcome our foreign 
delegations in the manner they expect with the Club 
International and the programme of farm visits, although 
this year the number of farm visits has been marginally 
reduced.”

How will you compensate this shortfall in 
international visitors?
“This 30th edition marks a new stage in the history of the 
SOMMET with the digitalisation of our show. Digitalisation 
will enable many foreign visitors who will not be able to 
make the trip to Clermont-Ferrand to participate, in one 
way or another, at our show. Via the Market place, for 
example, they will be able to contact exhibitors and get 
quotes for specific products or services. Via the Genetics 
Carrefour, they will have the possibility to see all the 
animals on show, and their characteristics, to exchange 
with breeders and even order breeding stock. And finally, 
4 virtual farm visits, have been organised and can be 
viewed on replay throughout the year.” 

With nearly 5,000 foreign visitors from 90 different 
countries in 2019, the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE increases 
its reputation on the world stage each year as one of 
the planet’s largest livestock shows.

A few explanations as to the SOMMET’s international 
success from Benoit Delaloy, the show’s International 
Manager:

The International Club, a VIP welcome
for international visitors

To properly receive its foreign visitors, the SOMMET will lay on its 
International Business Club in the main foyer of the Zenith concert 
hall.
This area of 800m² is specifically reserved for international visitors, 
hosted by ADEPTA, is at the same time a hospitality zone, a work 
area, and a place to get something to eat. 
Numerous free services are provided for foreign delegations, such 
as interpreters, guided visits of the show, meetings with exhibitors, 
meeting rooms, prayer room, and free shuttles between the airport 
and the town to and from the show. 

BUSINESS FRANCE has specifically invited a group of 
twenty investors from the EU (Austria, Germany, Holland, 
Italy, Ireland, Romania, Switzerland, UK, and Ukraine) 
selected for their projected livestock investments.  These 
buyers will meet exhibitors at the show. 

Official delegations are expected from the Middle East, 
Botswana, Georgia, Turkmenistan, Togo, Equator.

To note !

Contact
Benoît DELALOY,
SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE International Manager 
+33 (0) 6 70 28 38 14  |  bdelaloy@sommet-elevage.fr
www.sommet-elevage.fr

 www.facebook.com/Sommet de l’Élevage

20 FARM VISITS 
Every year, several farm visits are organised for 
foreign visitors during the SOMMET to enable 
them to discover the excellence of French 
livestock production and research. 

In 2021, twenty “real” farm visits and 4 “virtual” 
(Aubrac, Charolais, Montbeliard and the 
Blanche du Massif Central breeds) farm visits 
are planned. Of a duration of a quarter of an 
hour, the “virtual” visits will be broadcast via 
the SOMMET’s website and app during the 4 
days (1 visit per day) of the show and available 
on replay throughout the year. 

42%
of exhibitors at the 
SOMMET said that 
they met foreign 
visitors at the show 
in 2019.

The key statistic

A programme,
unique in the world!
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The SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE in practice
Programme of livestock judging and presentations

Beef cattle
Zenith concert hall ring
   AUBRAC BREED NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS (400 animals) + auction sale of breeding stock

   In-show championships for the following breeds: Charolais, Limousin, Blonde d’Aquitaine, 
Salers, Gascony, Parthenais, Bazadais, Belgian Blue and Hereford.

   Presentations of the Ferrandais, Maine Anjou, Piedmontese, Angus and Highland breeds

> 750 animals in total

Start End Event

08.30 11.30 AUBRAC National Championships

11.30 13.00 BELGIAN BLUE in-show judging 

13.00 13.30 Gènes Diffusion
presentation of AI progeny 

13.30 15.00 PARTHENAIS in-show judging

15.00 18.00 CHAROLAIS in-show judging

Start End Event

09.00 12.00 SALERS in-show judging

12.00 13.30 GASCONY in-show judging

13.30 14.00 Presentation of the
PIEDMONTESE breed

14.00 14.30 Presentation of the
FERRANDAIS breed

14.30 20.00 AUBRAC National Championships 
& auction sale

Start End Event

09.00 12.00 AUBRAC National Championships

12.00 13.30 HEREFORD in-show judging

13.30 14.00 Espace Insemination Avenir –
presentation of AI progeny 

14.00 17.00 LIMOUSIN in-show judging

17.00 19.00 “Races de France Sélection”
auction (beef breed heifers)

Start End Event

09.00 11.00 BLONDE D’AQUITAINE in-show 
judging

11.00 11.30 Presentation of the ANGUS breed

11.30 13.00 BAZADAIS in-show judging

13.00 13.30 Presentation of the HIGHLAND 
breed

13.30 14.00 Presentation of the
MAINE ANJOU breed

14.00 18.30 AUBRAC National Championships

  Tuesday  5 october 2021   

  Thursday  7 october 2021   

  Wednesday  6 october 2021   

  Friday  8 october 2021   

Milk cattle
Hall 4, Milk ring
   SIMMENTAL National Championships (112 animals in judging) + auction sale

   In-show championships for the following breeds: Holstein, Montbeliard, Normandy, 
Swiss Brown, Abondance, Tarentaise and Jersey 

   Presentation of Hérens and Villard de Lans breeds

   Auction sale of Swiss Brown and Simmental heifers

> 550 animals in total 

Start End Event

10.00 15.00 HOLSTEIN in-show judging

15.00 17.00 TARENTAIS in-show judging

Start End Event

09.00 11.00 NORMANDY in-show judging

11.00 12.00 Trophée des Massifs:
cattle judging by farm students

12.00 13.00 JERSEY in-show judging

13.00 19.00 MONTBELIARD in-show judging

Start End Event

09.00 12.00 SIMMENTAL National 
Championships – Quality schemes 

12.00 14.00 ABONDANCE in-show judging

14.00 18.00
SIMMENTAL National 
Championships – Quality schemes 
& auction sale

Start End Event

10.00 14.45 SWISS BROWN in-show judging
+ auction sale

14.45 15.45 Presentation of the HÉRENS & 
VILLARD DE LANS breeds

15.45 17.00 SIMMENTAL presentation of show 
champions

  Tuesday  5 october 2021   

  Thursday  7 october 2021   

  Wednesday  6 october 2021   

  Friday  8 october 2021   
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Start End Event

09.30 10.00 Presentation of rustic sheep 
breeds from the Massif Central

10.00 10.30 AROA – Pastoralism

10.30 11.00 Presentation of the ROMANE 
breed

11.00 11.30 Technical flash: Choosing a ram

11.30 13.30 AROA – Presentation of LR 
lambs + link to hotel schools

13.30 14.00 Presentation of the CAUSSE-
NARDE breed

14.00 17.00 CHAROLLAIS sheep in-show 
judging

19.00 21.00 AROA – pastoralism evening

Start End Event

09.00 10.00 Trophée des Volcans
(fleece judging contest)

10.00 13.00
RAVA National Championships 
+ rustic sheep breed challenge 
rustiques

13.00 13.30
AROA-Presentation of orga-
nically reared lambs + tasting 
Inn’ovin stand

13.30 14.00 Presentation of the LACAUNE 
breed

14.00 14.30 AROA – CS sheep (training for 
future sheep farmers)

14.30 15.00 Presentation of the VENDEEN 
breed

15.00 16.30
Judging / sale of Quality Sche-
me (SOQ) slaughter lambs and 
breed crossing information

16.30 17.30 AROA – Work on sheep farms

Start End Event

09.30 13.00 TEXEL in-show judging

13.30 14.00 Presentation of rustic sheep 
breeds from the Massif Central

14.00 14.30 Presentation of goat breeds

14.30 17.00 ILE DE France in-show judging

Start End Event

09.00 09.30 Presentation of sheep dog 
breeds

09.30 12.30 SUFFOLK in-show judging
+ auction sale

12.30 13.00 AROA – Connected tools for 
sheep farmers

13.00 14.00

Presentation of THONES 
& MARTHOD, VENDEEN, 
LACAUNE, ROMANE and 
CAUSSE DU LOT breeds

14.00 15.00

Presentation of BERRICHON DU 
CHER, BERRICHON DE L’INDRE, 
CHARMOISE, DORSET and 
ROMANOV breeds

15.00 16.30 Sale of HAMPSHIRE rams 
(ex-testing station)

16.30 17.30 Sheep bells

  Tuesday 5 october 2021   

  Thursday 7 october 2021   

  Wednesday 6 october 2021   

  Friday 8 october 2021   

Sheep
Hall 5, Sheep ring
   RAVA National Championships
   Ile de France, Suffolk, Texel and Charollais sheep inter-regional championships
   Presentation of the following breeds: Blanche du Massif Central, Limousin sheep, Grivette, 
Noire du Velay, Lacaune, Causse du Lot, Romane, Vendeen, Berrichon du Cher, Bleu du 
Maine, Bizet, Charmoise and Dorset

   Auction sale of Hampshire and Suffolk rams
   Presentation of Alpine and Saanen goat breeds
   Presentation of sheep dog breeds
   Shearing competition and fleece contest

> 400 animals in total Start End Event

09.00 17.00 Presentation of horses and 
donkeys pulling loads

09.00 17.00 “Model and Paces” competition 
- ARDENNAIS breed

09.00 17.00 Concours ÉquiTrait Jeune

Start End Event

09.00 17.00 “Model and Paces” competition 
– PERCHERON breed

09.00 17.00 Blacksmith competition for 
students

09.00 17.00 Trophée des Massifs: judging of 
draft horses by students

Start End Event

09.00 17.00 “Model and Paces” competition 
– COMTOIS breed

09.00 17.00 Presentation of the AUXOIS 
breed

09.00 17.00 ÉquiTrait student competition

Start End Event

09.00 17.00 “Model and Paces” competition 
– BRETON breed

09.00 17.00  Équidés Cup for working 
horses

  Tuesday  5 october 2021   

  Thursday 7 october 2021   

  Wednesday 6 october 2021   

  Friday 8 october 2021   

Horses
Equine zone
   In-show judging for the following breeds, ARDENNAIS, COMTOIS, BRETON & PERCHERON
   Presentation of the following breeds AUXOIS, AUVERGNE, COB NORMAND & FRANCHES-
MONTAGNES

   Demonstrations of horse equipment and working horses and donkeys
   Sale of horses Équid’Export

> 300 animals in total
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Programme of farm
and agri-industrial sites visits

Reserved for international visitors, a programme of twenty farm and agri-industrial sites visits 
is scheduled for 2021, giving a comprehensive discovery of French livestock excellence. 

  Tuesday 5 october 2021   

  Wednesday 6 october 2021   

Hours Events

Afer-
noon

13:30 - 18:00 Swiss Brown milk farm visit

13:30 - 18:00 Blonde d’Aquitaine beef farm visit

13:30 - 18:00

Sheep testing station and individual 
scoring of rams (FEDATEST) +visit to a 
Blanche du Massif Central (BMC) rustic 
sheep breed farm

Full day 09:00-18:30

Special AUBRAC breed Day
Visit to 2 Aubrac farms
(+ visit to an abattoir – To be confirmed)
(Lunch in restaurant included)

Hours Events

Morning

09:00-13:00 Salers beef farm visit

09:00-13:00 Romane sheep farm visit

09:00-13:00 ADIV (Meat research and technical 
centre)

After-
noon

13:30-18:00 Montbeliard milk breed farm 

13:30-18:00 Charolais beef farm visit

13:30-18:00 Limousin rustic sheep breed farm visit

13:30-18:00 Biogas unit and cattle finishing unit 

New 
18.00-19.00: TV set (Hall 1): broadcasting of virtual farm visit - 
AUBRAC (15 mn), then live exchanges between web users, the 
farmer, and the breed technical advisor.

New 
18.00-19.00: TV set (Hall 1): broadcasting of virtual farm visit 
- MONTBELIARD (15 mn), then live exchanges between web 
users, the farmer, and the breed technical advisor.

  Thursday 7 october 2021   

  Friday  8 october 2021   

Hours Events

Matin

09:00-13:00 Aubrac beef farm visit

09:00-13:00 Charollais sheep farm visit

09:00-13:00 Holstein milk farm visit

Après-
midi

13:30-18:00 Limousin beef farm visit 

13:30-18:00 Simmental milk farm visit

13:30-18:00

INRAE (Institut National pour la 
Recherche en Agriculture, Alimentation 
et Environnement) visit Research & 
experimentation for herbivores

Hours Events

Matin

09:00-13:00 Aubrac beef farm visit

09:00-13:00 Comtois, Breton & Auxois working horse 
farm visit

09:00-13:00 Lacaune sheep farm visit

New 
18.00-19.00: TV set (Hall 1): broadcasting of virtual farm visit 
- BLANCHE DU MASSIF CENTRAL (15 mn), then live exchanges 
between web users, the farmer, and the breed technical 
advisor.

New 
16.00-17.00 : TV set (Hall 1): broadcasting of virtual farm visit - 
CHAROLAIS (15 mn), then live exchanges between web users, 
the farmer, and the breed technical advisor.

Practical information
Registration: 5 € / person (free for the press) 

Online: www.sommet-elevage.fr , page “VISIT”, 
section “Farm visits”

On site: during the show in the Club International

Meet: 15 mn before scheduled departure time in the Club 
International 

For more info: info@sommet-elevage.fr, 
Tél : +33 (0) 4 73 28 95 10

Programme of conferences 2021

  Tuesday 5 october 2021   
“Research-Development-Training – the winning trio for innovative 
lowland farms” (1) “LIT EHM, the co-construction: a factor for 
innovation on livestock farms”; (2) “CReA-VIANDE: science at the 
service of everybody”
CLERMONT AUVERGNE UNIVERSITY

09.00 – 12.00 // Conference room 2
Contact: Brigitte THEIX / +33 (0) 6 81 78 81 51 
brigitte.picard@inrae.fr 

Proteins: Innovating for our protein self-sufficiency. An ambitious 
research, development and innovation project to strengthen the 
protein autonomy of French farms. 
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE with ARVALIS and TERRES INOVIA

09.00 – 10.00 // Conference room 1c
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Project EleVE: How to control parasitism in cattle while respecting 
the environment?
GROUPEMENT TECHNIQUE VETERINAIRE AUVERGNE

10.00 – 12.00 // Conference room 5
Contact: Pierre RIGAUD / +33 (0) 6 23 27 07 02
vetobesse@wanadoo.fr 

Innovating training materials in the digital age: example of an 
educational escape game to teach precision breeding
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

10.30 – 11.30 // Conference room 1c
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17 
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

The AFDI days of food sovereignty: climate change, here and there! 
Agricultural production, food challenge, on-farm life
AFDI AUVERGNE RHONE ALPES

14.00 – 17.00 // Conference room 3
Contact: François ANGLADE / +33 (0) 6 89 35 73 99
francois.anglade63@orange.fr 

Latest updates on finishing rations for suckler cows
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

14.00 – 15.00 // Conference room 1a-b
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Farmers' slaughterhouses - farmers, consumers, all concerned by 
the humane slaughter of livestock!
RÉSEAU AMAP AURA

14.00 – 17.00 // Conference room 5
Contact: Amélie CHARVERIAT / coordination@amap-aura.org 

What place for the uncastrated boar in regional pig production? 
IPAL

14.30 – 16.00 // Conference room Hall 2 - A
Contact: Bruno DOUNIES / +33 (0) 6 68 55 10 28
 bruno.dounies@porcdemontagne.com 

What is new in young cattle health?
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

15.30 – 16.30 // Conference room 1c
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 
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  Wednesday 6 october 2021   
Shelt-air, a new tool to optimise natural ventilation in livestock 
buildings for ruminants
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

09.00 – 10.00 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

The Eco-citizen farm
FIDOCL

09.00 – 10.30 // Conference room 2
Contact: Alexandre MATHOREL / +33 (0) 6 27 89 51 13
amathorel@fidocl.fr 

Rearing pigs: strong regional market demand!
IPAL

10.00 – 12.00 // Conference room Hall 2 - A
Contact: Bruno DOUNIES / +33 (0) 6 68 55 10 28
 bruno.dounies@porcdemontagne.com 

Assessment of resilience in extensive beef production systems: 
the case of the Bourbonnais
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

10.30 – 11.30 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Longevity and comfort for milk cows
FIDOCL

10.30 – 12.00 // Conference room 2
Contact: Alexandre MATHOREL / +33 (0) 6 27 89 51 13
amathorel@fidocl.fr 

The design and use of farm buildings for goats and kids in good 
health
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

12.00 – 12.30 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Controlling production costs, a challenge for dairy farms 
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE with CNIEL & FAM

13.30 – 15.00 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr

Heat'Live and Vel'Live, monitoring solutions imagined and designed 
by and for suckler cow farmers
MEDRIA SOLUTIONS

14.00 – 15.30 // Conference room 6
Contact: Christophe DESCUNS / +33 (0) 6 07 10 26 49
christophe.descuns@medria-solutions.fr 

What is new in lamb feeding?
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

15.15 – 16.15 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Optimising the rearing of heifers
MEDRIA SOLUTIONS

15H30 – 17H00 // Conference room 6
Contact: Christophe DESCUNS / +33 (0) 6 07 10 26 49
christophe.descuns@medria-solutions.fr

Between doing the job yourself or getting it done for you, what is 
the best work organisation strategy to adopt in sheep farming?
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

16.30 – 17.30 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17 
muriel.reullier@idele.fr

  Thursday  7 october 2021   

  Friday 8 october 2021   

Poultry farming, sector technical and strategic conference
AFIVOL

09.00 – 10.30 // Conference room Hall 2 - A
Contact: Anne PLANTIE-ROUX / +33 (0) 6 65 35 54 29
plantie-roux@itavi-asso.fr 

Quantifying carbon storage in soils, what we already know about 
the Carsolel project
INSTITUT DE L’ÉLEVAGE 

09.00 – 09.45 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Farm assets and transferable leases: how to integrate them into 
the valuation of the farm business?
EXPERTS FONCIERS

09.30 – 12.00 // Conference room 4
Contact: Cyril LE TADIC / +33 (0) 6 78 72 02 49
c.letadic@experts-fonciers.com 

Life Beef Carbon, the levers for reducing the carbon footprint of 
beef cattle
INSTITUT DE L’ÉLEVAGE 

10.00 – 10.45 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Citizens, elected officials, farmers, cooperatives, owners, 
experts... Farm transfers are everybody's business!
TERRE DE LIENS

10.00 – 12.00 // Conference room 2
Contact: Claire DIONNET / +33 (0) 6 56 69 25 43
c.dionnet@terredeliens.org 

Rabbit farming, sector technical and strategic conference
AFIVOL

10.30 – 12.00 // Conference room Hall 2 - A
Contact: Anne PLANTIE-ROUX / +33 (0) 6 65 35 54 29
plantie-roux@itavi-asso.fr

Launch of the European LIFE Green Sheep programme: 
deployment of a low carbon and sustainable approach in sheep 
farming
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

11.00 – 11.45 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

The deployment of the Low Carbon Dairy Farm
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

12.00 – 12.30 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

The new version of the CARBON AGRI method for carbon valuation
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

13.30 – 14.30 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Farmers' shops: What are the keys to success?
CERFRANCE AURA

    114.00 – 15.30 // Conference room Hall 2 
(conference broadcast live by video)

Contact: Clémence SAHUT FALCIN / +33 (0) 6 69 56 24 88 
csahutfalcin@63.cerfrance.fr 

Situation and prospects for STG hay from milk in France
LAIT DE FOIN

14.00 – 17.00 // Conference room 6a
Contact: Lucie QUILLERE / +33 (0) 6 15 41 52 82 
lucie.quillere@laitdefoin.fr 

What opportunities for French suckler cattle farming in the face of 
the challenges and anticipated changes in the CAP?
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

15.00 – 17.00 // Conference room 1c
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

Are dairy systems efficient in their use of land?
INSTITUT DE L’ELEVAGE 

17.30 – 18.00 // Conference room 3
Contact: Muriel REULLIER / +33 (0) 6 73 98 86 17
muriel.reullier@idele.fr 

International round table: Different views on livestock farming 
within the scheme to develop farming in mountainous zones

Time To Be Confirmed

Territorial food projects: the challenge of complementing different 
supply channels to simplify relocation
LA COOPÉRATION AGRICOLE AUVERGNE RHONE ALPES

10.00 – 12.00 // Conference room 4
Contact: Jérémie BOSCH / jbosch@ara.lacoopagri.coop 

Agros at the SOMMET - food and climate change: the role and place 
of livestock, issues, and challenges
AGROVERGNE

14.00 – 17.00 // Conference room 5
Contact: François ANGLADE / +33 (0) 6 89 35 73 99
francois.anglade63@orange.fr
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Events and farm industry meetings
Programme 2021

Fermiers d’Or (Gold-award farmers)  
Organised by the Auvergne region Chamber of 
Agriculture, this competition for farm-produced 
consumables is specifically for all farmers and producers 
of farm produce in the Auvergne region.  The aim is to 
promote all farm products, optimise their quality as well 
as the innovative farmer marketing initiatives. The jury 
is made up of consumers. Blind tastings will occur on 
21, 22 and 23 September.

The prize-giving ceremony will take place in the Meeting 
Area in the reception hall, in two parts:

   Milk products > Wednesday 6 October at 10.30

   All other products > Thursday 7 October at 10.30 

Contact : Alain MARTY 
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Chamber of Agriculture
+33 (0)6 80 30 02 46
fermierdor@aura.chambagri.fr 

Sabots d’Or (Golden Hoof)   
Awarded every year at the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE, 
the “Sabots d’Or” Challenge is a competition that 
rewards the best technical advisor/farmer member of 
Bovins Croissance duo in respect to the overall farm 
management and quality of their work.  

Every year, the prize-giving ceremony takes place at 
the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE. 

   This year, it will take place on Friday 8 October 
10.30 – 12.00 in the meeting zone in the main 
reception hall

Contact : Karine RIVIERE 
France Conseil Élevage
+33 (0)1 53 94 65 05 

Special Recruitment   
Once again, APECITA, the experts in agriculture, agri-
industrial and environmental employment will run 
conferences about recruitment and employment in 
the agriculture sector, in the meeting area in the main 
entrance hall.

Contact : Philippe BÉAUR 
+33(0)7 79 99 33 44
pbeaur@apecita.com

Trophée des Massifs (The Massifs Trophy) 
Organised by the lycée agricole at Marmilhat, the 
“Trophée des Massifs” invites students studying at 
the agri-environmental lycées in the Auvergne and 
neighbouring regions to test their abilities to assess 
an animal’s phenotypical score using the points system. 
They will be tested on all the species and several breeds 
present at the SOMMET, in evaluating their shape, 
morphology and other characteristics. Capacities of 
sharp observation, good preparation and above all 
concentration will be rudely tested during the livestock 
judging by these young agricultural students . 

   The Trophée des Massifs will take place on 
Thursday 7 October 11.00 – 12.00, in the milk cattle 
ring (Hall 4)

Contact : M. LORNAGE 
Lycée agricole - Marmilhat (63)
+33 (0)6 25 93 73 21  

Information
for journalists

The SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE provides the following for journalists:

  A press room with all the necessary technical equipment 
required for working 

  A catering area integral to the press room for snacks and lunch

  A welcome programme and farm and agri-industrial site visits 
on request (you can also register for the farm visits that are 
part of the programme for foreign visitors)

Press accreditations   
To facilitate the formalities to obtain your press 
accreditation, the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE invites you to 
complete the accreditation form on the show’s website: 
www.sommet-elevage.fr / section “Press”. 
Your e-badge will be sent to you by email. 
Please print (and bring it with you!) to access the SOMMET.

Royalty-free photos and videos  
During the exhibition, we can provide you with the latest 
royalty-free videos and photos. Just contact the press office.

Your contacts during the show are  
Anne-Cécile RUNAVOT
+33 (0) 6 34 87 35 87 
anne-cecile.runavot@quiplusest.com 

Élodie FLAK
+33 (0) 7 55 58 25 68 
elodie.flak@quiplusest.com

Accommodation and shuttles  
  On request from the press service, hotel accommodation 
can be booked for you.  

  Free shuttles are available for your transport between the 
SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE and your hotel, and between the 
SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE and the airport and train station.  

  Information and booking in the press room.
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SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE
Grande Halle d’Auvergne
Clermont-Ferrand | France

SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE 
17 allée Evariste Galois
63170 Aubière - France
+33 (0) 4 73 28 95 10

PRESS CONTACTS 
Qui Plus Est  |  Press agency

Anne-Cécile RUNAVOT
+33 (0) 6 34 87 35 87 
anne-cecile.runavot@quiplusest.com 

Élodie FLAK
+33 (0) 7 55 58 25 68 
elodie.flak@quiplusest.com

INTERNATIONAL 
Sommet de l'Élevage

Benoît Delaloy
+ 33 (0) 6 70 28 38 14 
bdelaloy@sommet-elevage.fr

#sommetelevage
www.sommet-elevage.fr

2021 SHOW PLAN
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  ZENITH (ZE)  
•    International business club
•   Beef cattle breeds championships

 HALL 1  
•  Hygiene and animal health
•  Animal nutrition
•  Forage and grassland seeds
•  Services for livestock farming

  HALL 2  
•   Milk production and storage equipment
•   Construction and equipment for farm buildings
•   On-farm energy production equipment and installations
•   Food processing and handling equipment
•   Pig, poultry, and rabbit farming equipment

  HALL 3  
• Beef cattle genetics

  HALL 4  
•  Dairy cattle genetics
•   Dairy cattle breeds championships

  HALL 5  
•  Sheep & goat genetics
•   Sheep & goat breeds championships

  MAIN ENTRANCE HALL (AC)  
•   Promotion of locally produced food


